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Abstract

Here we demonstrate the design, fabrication and characterization of ultrafast, surface-plasmon enhanced Au nanorod optical field emitter arrays. We present a quantitative study of electron emission from Au nanorod arrays fabricated by high-resolution electron beam lithography and excited by 35 fs pulses of 800 nm light. We present accurate models for both the optical field enhancement of Au nanorods within high-density arrays, and electron emission from those nanorods. We have also studied the effects of surface plasmon damping induced by metallic interface layers at the substrate/nanorod interface on near-field enhancement and electron emission. We have identified the peak optical
field at which the electron emission mechanism transitions from a 3-photon absorption mechanism to strong-field tunneling emission. Moreover, we have investigated the effects of nanorod array density on nanorod charge yield, including measurement of space-charge effects. The Au nanorod photocathodes presented in this work display 100-1000 times higher conversion efficiency relative to previously reported UV triggered emission from planar Au photocathodes. Consequently, the Au nanorod arrays triggered by ultrafast pulses of 800 nm light in this work, may outperform equivalent UV-triggered Au photocathodes, while also offering nanostructuring of the electron pulse produced from such a cathode, which is of interest for x-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) development where nanostructured electron pulses may facilitate more efficient and brighter XFEL radiation.

1. Introduction

Nanoparticles exhibiting localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) are useful for nano-optics applications that require field enhancement. The local enhancement of optical fields at the nanoscale by the collective oscillation of electrons (plasmons) in such particles when illuminated at resonant wavelengths, allows use of these particles for surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy,1 high-resolution imaging,2 nanochemistry,3 metamaterials,4–6 sensor,7–9 optoelectronics,10 nanolithography,11 and photocathode12 applications. Plasmonic nanoparticle arrays are of particular interest for use as ultrafast, high-brightness photoelectron emitters in next-generation x-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) enabling ultrafast x-ray imaging, and diffraction, as well as time-resolved electron microscopy experiments.
XFELs, as well as other electron-emission applications, depend critically on photocathode performance. Metallic photocathodes for example are desirable due to their relative insensitivity to contamination, which allows their operation under poorer vacuum conditions than high-efficiency alkali halides. As such, there has been a recent drive to improve the efficiency of metallic photocathodes such as Au and Cu.\textsuperscript{13,14} Moreover, the performance of XFELs relies on the ability to first generate nanometer scale density modulations in the electron beam, which can then be used to coherently emit x-rays.\textsuperscript{15–17} A compact coherent x-ray source based on a modulated electron beam produced by a nanostructured photocathode has been recently proposed.\textsuperscript{18} Consequently, the development of nanostructured photocathodes is key to improving next-generation ultrafast, coherent x-ray sources.

Electron emission has previously been demonstrated from arrays of plasmonic nanoparticles and nanostructured plasmonic surfaces.\textsuperscript{12–14,19,20} Dombi et al. and Nagel et al., have both demonstrated electron emission and acceleration within the surface-plasmon-enhanced near-field of plasmonic particles lying in-, and out-of-plane of the substrate respectively. Douillard et al. have also previously investigated electron emission from multipolar plasmonic particles by photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM). Prior work on ultrafast photoemission from plasmonic nanoparticle arrays focused on the energy spectra of electrons produced from such particles, rather than the quantitative charge-yield. Additionally, the nanoparticles studied were of dimensions significantly larger than those studied in the present work. Furthermore, while quantitative studies of charge-yield from plasmonic Au photocathodes have been performed recently,\textsuperscript{14} they were restricted to a range of laser intensities where the
emission mechanism lay firmly within the multiphoton absorption regime. Thus, a quantitative investigation of photocathode performance in the strong-field regime is presently lacking.

In this work we will further advance the field of ultrafast plasmonic photocathodes by (1) scaling the critical dimensions of the emitters - fabricated by high-resolution electron beam lithography - into the sub-20 nm regime, (2) investigating the effects of substrate, and traditional adhesion-promoting layers such as Ti, on charge yield from overlying Au nanorods, and (3) studying effects of laser intensity, applied DC field, angle of linear polarization, and nanorod array density on charge yield.

Fabrication of Au nanorods with sub-20 nm critical dimensions will allow greater localization of the electron emission site, which is of interest for creating nanostructured electron beams as discussed above. Investigation of the effect of the Au/substrate interface on electron emission from arrays of plasmonic Au nanorods prepared by electron beam lithography, will also be key to optimizing the efficiency of such electron sources. The existence of a substrate not only shifts the spectral position of the Au nanorod LSPR, but also modifies the optical near-field distribution due to mode hybridization. Higher index substrates lead to a more pronounced red-shift of the LSPR, and stronger field localization at the interface between the plasmonic nanostructure and substrate. A strong optical field enhancement at the nanorod/vacuum interface rather than the nanorod/substrate interface is preferred for photocathode applications to reduce electron scattering from the substrate, thus, a low-index, electrically conductive substrate, is preferred. Moreover, the effects of conventional adhesion-promoting metals such as Ti, used in the preparation of Au nanorods by electron beam lithography, on photoelectron
yield are worthy of investigation. Previously, such metallic layers have been shown to reduce the Q-factor of the LSPR within overlying Au nanorods due to increased damping of the resonance.27 Lastly, the scaling of emission current as a function of nanorod array density, laser-intensity and applied anode bias will be key to understanding the factors affecting charge-yield from plasmonic photocathodes, such as space-charge, electron emission mechanism and optical field enhancement. A better understanding of the factors affecting charge-yield from these photocathodes may then allow us to generate more efficient electron sources for next-generation, ultrafast metrology.

Results and discussion

Here, we show how a Ti adhesion layer affects optical near-field enhancement, and hence affects photocathode performance. Figure 1 shows, , SEM images, results of near-field simulations, optical extinction spectra and photoemission measurements, for plasmonic Au nanorod arrays with sub-20 nm critical dimensions, fabricated both with, and without a Ti adhesion-promoting layer.

Figure 1(a) shows SEM images of high-density Au nanorod arrays, prepared with, and without, a Ti adhesion layer on an ITO-coated sapphire substrate. Details of nanorod array fabrication are available in the methods section in the supplementary information. The image highlights our ability to fabricate nanorods with dimensions in the sub-20 nm regime in the absence of an adhesion-promoting layer such as Ti.

Figure 1(b) shows the results of simulations of near-field enhancement in the vicinity of a Au nanorod on an indium-doped tin oxide (ITO) substrate both with, and without, a Ti adhesion-layer (see Methods for details about the simulations). The results
clearly show a stronger near-field enhancement for the case of Ti-free Au nanorods. An ITO substrate was selected for this work due to its low index and relatively high electrical conductivity (substrate selection is discussed in further detail in the supplementary information). The simulated field-enhancement spectra (figure 1(c)) show that the peak field-enhancement for a Ti-free Au nanorod is approximately twice that of a Au nanorod with a Ti layer. Additionally, the simulated optical power absorption spectra (figure S6) show that when a Ti layer is present, it dissipates 75% of the total absorbed power. Moreover, the power absorption in Au is significantly higher in the absence of a Ti layer. Broadening of the LSPR peak in figure S6 is also an indication of Ti-induced damping of the LSPR. Thus, removal of the Ti layer and fabrication of Au nanorods directly on an ITO substrate should lead to improved charge yield and quantum efficiency due to reduced damping of the LSPR. Notably, the measured (figure 1(d)) and simulated absorption spectra for the Au nanorod arrays studied in this work display broad bandwidths (~ 100 nm), which may thus support shorter optical pulses than the 35 fs (40 nm bandwidth) pulses used here, and consequently may be of interest for production of sub-10-fs electron pulses.

Figure 1(d) shows optical extinction spectra acquired for 200 nm pitch arrays of Au nanorods prepared with (red line), and without (black line), a Ti adhesion promotion layer. The presence of a 3 nm Ti layer led to a halving of the optical extinction. Assuming that the extinction cross-section is proportional to the optical intensity, or equivalently the square of the optical field, then a four-fold reduction in the extinction cross-section would have been expected based on the peak-field simulation results shown in figure 1(c). Possible causes for the discrepancy between simulation and experiment
include the fact that the Ti deposited in the experiment is likely to contain a significant amount of oxygen, thus reducing damping of the surface plasmon resonance with respect to pure Ti metal, which was used in the simulation. A reduction in plasmon damping would result in a greater optical field enhancement and thus an increased optical extinction cross-section. Moreover, the simulation results in figure 1 (c) are representative of the peak optical field at the nanorod apices however, the integrated field over the entire rod would be more representative of the contribution to optical extinction.

Figure 1(e) shows a log-log plot of emission current vs. laser pulse-energy for nanorod arrays prepared with, and without Ti. We have consistently observed enhanced emission from Au nanorod arrays prepared without an additional metallic adhesion promoter such as Ti. The results shown in figure 1(e) demonstrate a 26-fold increase in emission current, at an incident pulse-energy of 12.1 nJ, for a 400 nm pitch square array of Ti-free Au nanorods, compared to an identical array prepared with a 5 nm Ti layer. The log-log plot of emission current vs. pulse-energy shows that both arrays display a slope commensurate with a 3-photon process at 12.1 nJ. The observed 26-fold increase in emission current thus suggests that the optical field is enhanced 1.7 times more by Ti-free Au rods than equivalent TiAu nanorods, which is in good agreement with the predicted doubling of field-enhancement from the simulation results shown in figure 1(c). Figure 1(e) also shows that the emission current deviates from 3-photon scaling with increasing pulse-energy. The observed deviation from 3-photon scaling with increasing pulse-energy may be attributed to the onset of space-charge-limited current and formation of a virtual cathode, or to a fundamental change in the electron emission mechanism.
The scaling of emission current with increasing laser pulse-energy shall be discussed in greater detail in the following section.

**Figure 1.** (a) SEM images of Au nanorods prepared without (top) and with (bottom) a 3 nm Ti adhesion layer on 80 nm ITO on a Si substrate. (b) Cross-sectional of simulated spatial distribution of near-field enhancement at Au nanorods, directly on ITO (top), and with a Ti adhesion layer (bottom) (color scale is saturated). (c) Simulated field-enhancement spectra for Au nanorods prepared with (red line) and without (black line) a Ti layer. Vertical gray line represents the central wavelength of the drive-laser (800 nm, FWHM 50 nm). (d) Optical extinction spectra acquired for a 200 nm pitch array of Au nanorods prepared with (red line) and without (black line) a 3 nm Ti adhesion promotion layer. The spectra show a doubling of the extinction for Au nanorods prepared without Ti. (e) Log-log plot of emission current vs. pulse energy with an applied anode bias of +1
kV, for a 400 nm pitch square array of Au nanorods, prepared without (open black squares) and with (open red circles) a Ti adhesion layer. Both arrays display emission current scaling with the 3\textsuperscript{rd} power of laser pulse-energy (intensity) for low values of pulse-energy, as indicated by the color coordinated lines overlain on each dataset. At 12.1 nJ the emission current from the Au nanorod array is 26 times that of the Ti/Au nanorod array as indicated on the plot.

Au nanorod arrays with various pitches have been studied in this work. Space-charge effects, as discussed later in the text, are particularly pronounced for higher density arrays with pitches of 200 nm or less due to the associated increase in charge density produced. Consequently, to first understand fundamental emission characteristics in the absence of global space-charge effects we have investigated low-density arrays of Au nanorods. Figure 2 displays results of the dependence of emission current on both laser intensity (pulse-energy) and on applied anode bias (static DC field).

Figure 2 (a) shows a log-log plot of emission current vs. incident laser-pulse energy for a 1 \textmu m pitch square array of Au nanorods. Emission current is seen to scale with the 3\textsuperscript{rd} power of pulse-energy at low intensity consistent with an electron emission mechanism based on the absorption of 3 photons (total energy 4.53-4.77 eV). The work-function ($\phi$) of Au has been reported as being in the range of 4.7-5.3 eV\textsuperscript{28,29}. Consequently, the 3-photon scaling observed here is indicative of a work function for the Au nanorod arrays of less than 4.8 eV. 3-photon scaling for a work function larger than 4.8 eV may also be achieved by photofield emission, whereby an electron from Au is excited to an intermediate state below the vacuum barrier, from which it then tunnels to vacuum.\textsuperscript{30} The emission current is observed to deviate from the 3-photon scaling
behavior at a pulse-energy of 27 nJ (12.1 GW/cm² before plasmonic enhancement) irrespective of applied anode bias in the 400-1000 V anode bias range. Were this deviation due to space-charge effects, a shift in the deviation point would expected as its position should depend on anode bias. We can therefore conclude that this deviation instead represents a fundamental change in the emission process, which has been previously attributed to a transition from multiphoton emission to direct strong-field emission in studies of single-tip emitters illuminated with ultrafast infrared pulses.\textsuperscript{30,31}

Previously the Keldysh parameter ($\gamma$) has been used to estimate the magnitude of the optical field required to support strong-field emission, where $\gamma < 2$ may describe quasi-static tunneling emission in the strong-field regime, and the transition to tunneling behavior usually occurs in the range $1 < \gamma < 2$.\textsuperscript{32,33} In our system, a 27 nJ pulse-energy is equivalent to an optical field of 0.3 GVm$^{-1}$. A plasmonic field enhancement factor of 40 has been numerically simulated at the Au nanorod surface for a 1 μm pitch square array, as shown in figure S4. Consequently, an optical field of 12.1 GVm$^{-1}$ is expected at the Au nanorod surface or equivalently a Keldysh parameter of $\gamma = 1.5$. Thus the simulated field-enhancement factor, and the experimentally observed intensity at which deviation occurs from multiphoton emission scaling, supports a transition in the emission mechanism from multiphoton emission to strong-field tunneling at a pulse-energy of 27 nJ.

Figure 2 (b) shows a plot of emission current vs. anode bias for 5 different pulse-energy values. This figure shows that the emission current depends on the anode bias for low bias values, while emission current seems to be independent of anode bias for higher values. The low- and high-bias regimes will be discussed separately below.
In the low-bias regime emission current scales linearly with anode bias, which is consistent with space-charge-limited current ($I_{SCL}$) as defined by the single sheet model (equation 1).^{34}

$$I_{SCL} = \frac{\varepsilon_0 AV f_{laser}}{d}$$

Here $\varepsilon_0$ is the vacuum permittivity, $A$ is the area of the sheet of charge emitted, $V$ is the bias voltage, $f_{laser}$ is the repetition rate of the laser (3 kHz), and $d$ is the effective anode-cathode spacing (~1 mm). Noticeably, the slope of the linear, current vs. anode bias plot is observed to increase with pulse-energy. The slope of the space-charge-limited data in figure 2 (b) should be related directly to the area of the emitted sheet of charge by equation 1. The area of the sheet of charge should in turn depend on the spatial distribution of laser intensity, which is related directly to the laser pulse-energy for a radially symmetric Gaussian beam. We have found that the observed increase in slope corresponds to the expected increase in the effective area of the laser beam with increasing pulse energy (figure S9). For example, for a Gaussian beam ($\omega_0 = 76.3 \ \mu m$, FWHM = 90 $\mu m$), the area of the beam with a threshold optical field of 9 GWcm$^{-2}$ increases by a factor of 2 as the pulse energy is doubled from 37.5 nJ to 75 nJ. Similarly the slope of the linear region of the plot in figure 2 (b) increases by a factor of 2 from 0.13 pAV$^{-1}$ to 0.26 pAV$^{-1}$, or equivalently from $5.77 \times 10^{-9}$ m$^2$ to $1.15 \times 10^{-8}$ m$^2$, when the pulse energy is increased from 37.5 nJ to 75 nJ (Figure S10, supporting information).

An optical field of 0.39 GVm$^{-1}$ is equivalent to the peak optical field for a 45 nJ pulse-energy in our system, suggesting that the onset of space-charge-limited current occurs at this incident pulse-energy for the ~1 MVm$^{-1}$ static field employed in this work. In the high-bias regime, emission current is no longer space-charge-limited and is seen to flatten.
out. For example, emission current appears to behave independently of the applied anode bias for bias values greater than 600 V at pulse-energy values of 50 nJ (22.5 GW/cm\(^2\) before plasmonic enhancement) or less. However, at 75 nJ (33.7 GW/cm\(^2\) before plasmonic enhancement) the emission current has not yet saturated at an anode bias of 1 kV, suggesting that the emission current remains influenced by space-charge at this pulse energy.

Figure 2. (a) Log-log plot of emission current vs. pulse energy (P) for a 1 μm pitch square array of Au nanorods for various applied anode bias values. Emission current scales as \(P^3\) up to a pulse energy value of 27 nJ (dashed line). (b) Plot of emission current (measured at the cathode) vs. applied anode bias for the same Au nanorod array used in (a), at various pulse-energy values. Emission current displays a linear dependence on anode bias at low bias values, consistent with space-charge-limited current as depicted by the color-coordinated lines in the plot. The slope of the linear region of each bias is observed to increase with pulse energy commensurate with the increased area of the emitted sheet of charge expected with increasing pulse energy.
The effect of nanorod array density on the average charge yield per nanorod, per optical pulse, has also been investigated in this work. The charge yield per nanorod is expected to decrease with increasing array density due to (1) an increased effect of space-charge as the electron sources are pushed closer together, and (2) increased charge screening due to near-field coupling within the nanorod array, resulting in a reduction in nanorod field-enhancement (figure S4). We have observed emission of more than 200 electrons per nanorod per 35 fs optical pulse from a 1 μm pitch, square array, with an incident pulse energy of 120 nJ, and applied anode bias of 1 kV. Moreover, we have observed a power-law relationship between charge-yield and nanorod array density at high pulse-energy values, as shown in figure 3 (a). The data does not follow a power-law relation at low incident pulse-energy (< 50 nJ) as emission from high-density arrays is space-charge-limited even at low laser-intensity, while emission from lower density arrays is not. Emission is space-charge-limited for all array densities studied when higher incident pulse-energy (> 75 nJ) is employed. At high incident pulse-energy, the charge yield per nanorod per optical pulse ($Q$) is related to the array density ($p$) by the relation $Q = p^{-0.7}$. An array of emitters producing uniform circular disks of charge would be expected to exhibit a relation $Q = p^{-1}$ due to Coulombic effects in the space-charge-limited regime. The observed $Q = p^{-0.7}$ relation may be due to an asymmetric charge distribution produced by the nanorods thus leading to asymmetric space-charge effects in the nanorod arrays. However, screening effects such as those investigated in figure S4 should also be considered.

Figure 3 (b) presents particle-in-cell simulation results for electron emission from Au nanorods. Briefly, the magnitudes of surface fields are calculated using COMSOL
Multiphysics within nanometer-scale 3-D cells, as described in figure 1 and the supporting information. The emission current was then estimated for each surface cell, using the calculated field, by the Fowler-Nordheim approximation for tunneling emission. A detailed explanation of the simulation method is presented in the supporting information. The analysis is fulfilled for 200 nm pitch square arrays of Au nanorods illuminated with a 35 fs, 75 nJ pulse centered at a time of 70 fs. Results predict a charge-yield of 14 electrons per nanorod for a single pulse, which agrees well with the experimentally obtained charge-yield of 14 electrons. The temporal evolution of electron yield predicts that the electrons are emitted mainly within the central 20 fs of the pulse. In the rising edge of the plot, fast oscillations are observed with a period of 1.33 fs, which corresponds to a half-cycle of 800 nm light. Consequently, these oscillations are due to the periodic emission from each pole of the dipole emitter as the optical field changes in sign with every half-cycle. The charge-yield from each nanorod is observed to peak at a time of 85 fs before declining slightly to a steady yield of ~11 electrons per nanorod. The observed decline in charge-yield is due to the space-charge field causing electrons close to the cathode surface to be pushed back to the substrate. This causes a slow recombination of the electrons, which becomes weaker at stronger anode bias voltages.
Figure 3. (a) Log-log plot of emitted charge yield per nanorod per pulse vs. nanorod array density for four different pulse energies and a fixed anode bias of 1000 V. The color-coordinated lines represent power law fits to the data for 75 nJ and 100 nJ pulse-energy. At high incident pulse-energy the data is observed to follow a power-law, and tends toward a relation given by $Q \sim p^{-0.7}$ ($p$ = array density, $Q$ charge yield). (b) Simulated temporal evolution of accumulated electron yield per nanorod for a 200 nm pitch square array (25 nanorods $\mu m^2$) of Au nanorods illuminated with a 35 fs, 75 nJ pulse centered at 70 fs. The simulation results assume a strong-field tunneling mechanism of emission, which is expected for a 75 nJ pulse-energy. Results predict a charge-yield of 14 electrons per nanorod for a single pulse. Experimentally measured emission matches the predicted yield of 14 electrons per nanorod per pulse. Inset, magnified view of 50-100 fs region showing 1.33 fs period oscillations.

In order to investigate the stability of emission current from Au nanorod arrays, we have measured the emission current from an array of Ti-free Au nanorods, identical to that shown in figure 1 (a), for over 5 million pulses (figure S11). Emission current was measured using an incident pulse-energy of 120 nJ and applied anode bias of 1 kV. The mean emission current was 2.7 nA, with a standard deviation of 30 pA. SEM analysis of the Au nanorod array following extended emission at 120 nJ pulse-energy, showed that a small region of nanorods exhibited damage in a circular area with $\sim$1 $\mu m$ radius. The observed damage can be attributed to the Gaussian intensity distribution in the laser beam, which may induce field evaporation and electromigration of Au at the center of the Gaussian spot where the optical field is strongest. The slow decay in emission current
observed in figure S11 from 500 s to 1800 s may be due to the evolution of damage near the center of the laser spot.

Electron emission from Au nanorod arrays was found to depend strongly on the angle of linear polarization of the incident optical pulse, as depicted in the inset of figure 4. Emission current was observed to follow a $\cos^6(\theta)$ dependence on polarization angle at low intensity, which is consistent with the 3-photon scaling shown at low intensity in figure 2 (a). Additionally, the polarization dependence transitions to a $\cos^2(\theta)$ dependence at higher intensity, which is in good agreement with the observed transition in the electron emission mechanism from that based on multiphoton absorption to quasistatic tunneling emission.

Recently Polyakov et al.\textsuperscript{14} have observed photoelectron emission from a plasmonic Au photocathode triggered by 60 fs, linearly polarized pulses, from an 805 nm Ti:sapphire laser. They observed a charge-yield, which scaled as the fourth power of incident laser intensity as represented by the open black squares in Figure 4. Polyakov et al. hypothesized that this scaling may continue to laser intensities as high as 50 GWcm$^2$, at which point their photocathode, which is triggered by an 800 nm laser, may outperform a planar Au photocathode operating under UV illumination (black line Figure 4). In this work, we have seen that a transition from multiphoton emission scaling to strong-field tunneling can occur at a laser intensity of 12.1 GWcm$^2$ (27 nJ pulse-energy), while 3-photon scaling has been measured for intensities as low as $\sim$1 GWcm$^2$. Consequently, we suggest that plasmonic photocathodes can generate enhanced optical fields sufficient to support strong-field tunneling emission at laser intensities $\sim$10 GWcm$^2$, and thus that
such photocathodes do not display electron emission characteristic of multiphoton absorption at laser intensities for which it was previously predicted.

The maximum charge-density emitted from a Au nanorod array photocathode in this work was observed for 200 nm pitch arrays of Ti-free, Au nanorods. Figure 4 shows a plot of charge-density emitted per pulse vs. peak laser intensity for such an array of Au nanorods (open red circles). Charge-yield from high-density, 200 nm pitch, Au nanorod arrays, is still limited by space-charge effects, even at the highest applied anode bias values used in this work. The observed space-charge suppression of emission current may be alleviated at increased static field. For example, integration of the photocathode within an RF gun capable of producing fields of >10 MVm⁻¹ will allow demonstration of a Au nanorod array photocathode, excited by 800 nm light, with a QE that may surpass that of the equivalent UV photoemission process.

In this work, a QE of $1.2 \times 10^{-5}$ has been measured for 200 nm pitch Au nanorods illuminated with 800 nm light at an intensity of 10 GWcm⁻² from the data in figure 4. The QE for Au illuminated with UV light (266 nm) has been reported as $4.7 \times 10^{-5}$ 35. The transmitted laser intensity was measured as ~ 90 % for a 200 nm pitch array of Au nanorods at the laser focus for a laser intensity of 34 GW/cm². Thus, an internal QE can be calculated as $1.2 \times 10^{-4}$ considering ~ 10 % of the incident photons as scattering from the nanorod array to produce photoelectrons. When the 10 % power conversion efficiency of 800 nm wavelength light to 266 nm wavelength light by third harmonic generation, and the factor of three difference in energy between the IR and UV light are taken into consideration, plasmonic Au nanorod arrays triggered by 800 nm wavelength light can be considered as ~100 times more efficient than UV-triggered bulk Au
photocathodes. Furthermore, as has been discussed, application of an increased static bias to lift the space-charge limit, would further improve the QE for this system.

![Graph showing emitted charge density vs. peak laser intensity](image)

**Figure 4.** Plot of emitted charge density vs. peak laser intensity, for a 200 nm pitch Au nanorod array (red circles) using a 1 kV anode bias and 35 fs optical pulse at a 3 kHz repetition rate. The plot also shows emitted charge density for a plasmonic photocathode developed by Polyakov et. al (black squares),\(^\text{14}\) which scales with the 4\(^{th}\) power of incident laser intensity, suggesting a 4-photon absorption process. The black line represents the charge density emitted from a Au photocathode using UV illumination.\(^\text{14}\)

Inset, a plot of normalized emission current vs. linear polarization angle (θ) at three different values of incident pulse energy. Emission current is highest when the linear...
polarization is aligned to the long-axis of the nanorod as shown schematically. Emission current follows a $\cos^6(\theta)$ dependence at low pulse-energy, which is equivalent to a 3-photon process. The polarization dependence broadens to a $\cos^2(\theta)$ relation at higher pulse-energy, which is consistent with the transition to strong optical field-emission

**Conclusions**

We propose that the photocathodes developed in this work may be sufficiently robust for use in XFEL systems when operated using a laser-intensity below the damage threshold (~45 GWcm$^{-2}$) and under a sufficiently strong static-field (> 10 MVm$^{-1}$). Under such conditions, Au nanorod arrays triggered by ultrafast pulses of 800 nm light, may outperform equivalent UV-triggered Au photocathodes, while also offering nanostructuring of the electron pulse produced from such a cathode, which is of interest for future XFEL development where nanostructured electron pulses may facilitate more efficient and brighter XFEL radiation.
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